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INTRODUCTION
Amidst the global pandemic, the Community Economic Development Association of Michigan
(CEDAM) welcomed a second cohort of Community Development Fellows in June 2020. Through
collaboration and funding from the Michigan Economic Development Corporation (MEDC), CEDAM
was able to place fellows in communities across the state where capacity needs were identified and,
as expected, magnified due to COVID-19. This year, the fellowship partnered with the Redevelopment
Ready Communities Program (RRC)— an MEDC program designed to foster vibrant communities
through a set of best practices that result in transparent, predictable, and efficient development
processes.
From updating key planning documents, increasing transparency through city website updates, and
drafting clear guides to development, to collaborating to make essential changes to local zoning
ordinances, fellows supported their communities in many ways as they implemented RRC best
practices. As a result of the fellow's efforts, all host communities working towards RRC certification
became better aligned with industry best practices. Two communities, Charlevoix and St. Johns,
even received their certification during the program year!
Throughout the fellows' 15-month placements, CEDAM hosted multiple virtual webinars to support
their professional development. To position them for success in Michigan's field at the end of their
terms, fellows received training on a range of topics, including municipal powers and structure,
planning and zoning, site plan review, and nontraditional approaches to fundraising. These sessions
were possible in partnership with the MEDC, the Michigan Municipal League, and the Michigan
Association of Planning.
The fellowship has provided a pipeline to secure talent, retain that talent in Michigan, and has
bolstered Michigan municipalities’ continued capacity. When the fellowship ended in September
2021, seven out of ten fellows had already secured employment in the community economic
development field. Six of the seven will be staying in Michigan. Two communities created new
positions with their fellow in mind: a community development director position in Cassopolis and a
new city planner position in Frankenmuth. Three other fellows accepted local government positions.
Others found employment in nonprofits working on housing and energy.
The 2021-2022 fellows persevered through the unique set of challenges presented by COVID-19,
such as remote work, virtual public meetings, and limited in-person community engagement.
Nevertheless, fellows tackled significant projects in their community, helping them define their
roadmap for the future, and setting them up for continued success. This report highlights key
accomplishments in each of the communities.

"Working in the city where I was born and raised is something that I’ve
always wanted to do since I began studying urban planning in college,
and the fellowship opened up that opportunity for me."

YPSILANTI FELLOW, JADA TILLISON-LOVE
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COMMUNITY IMPACT
OVERVIEW
by the numbers

$11,869,190

34
grant applications
submitted

grant funds secured for community projects

2,972
stakeholders* engaged
through meetings and
community surveys

2

100%

communities became
RRC certified

of communities increased
capacity and eliminated
barriers to development

2
communities created
new positions as a
result of the fellowship

5
avg. # of state
agencies engaged by
each community

Alexis has fully embedded herself into
this community and works hard every
day towards making this a better place
for our residents. We have asked
everyone in our community to Imagine
Cass - Embrace the Vision; there is no
better example of that than our very
own Alexis.
— EMILIE SARRATORE
CASSOPOLIS VILLAGE MANAGER

*Fellows tracked the number of stakeholders they engaged throughout their fellowship. We have defined
stakeholders as those fellows interacted with outside of their day to day operations.This includes residents,
business owners, community organizations, and more.
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CASS CITY

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW

410
stakeholders
engaged

1
grant
application

$3,000
grant dollars awarded

3
state agencies
engaged

Critical plans prepared to catalyze future
community success
With the input of key stakeholders, Joshua Prusik
prepared three plans for the Village of Cass City
that articulate the community’s goals and vision
for the future. The first was the marketing plan
which calls for a Cass City brand identity update,
better utilization of the village’s digital marketing
channels, and emphasizes the need to promote
the downtown area as a public space, events
location, and business collective. The village
council adopted the marketing plan and is now
considering raising the existing community
promotions millage to hire a marketing firm to
build on the plan objectives.
The second document Josh prepared was the Village of Cass City economic development
strategy, which was adopted in March 2021. Again, Josh took the lead on facilitating input
sessions which included the public, the Downtown Development Authority (DDA), the Planning
Commission, the local chamber of commerce, and the Tuscola Economic Development
Corporation. Josh used their input to develop a strategy that outlines specific programs to be
carried out by each board, focusing on business retention and development, re-envisioning and
restoring the downtown core, diversifying housing opportunities, and improving and expanding
mobility. Many of the objectives are underway in the second half of 2021.
Finally, Josh updated the Parks and Recreation 5-year master plan, as required by the
Department of Natural Resources for the village to receive funding. The new plan
encompasses goals derived from two rounds of community surveys, two community meetings,
and social media outreach. The plan, approved in June of 2021, prioritizes year-round
recreation investments, protection of Cass City’s natural features, and the overall improvement
of accessibility and safety within the Village’s parks system.
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CASS CITY

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW
Additional capacity enables the prioritization of crucial zoning changes
Over the past year, the Village determined that fulfilling the zoning requirements and best
practices highlighted by the RRC program was a top priority in streamlining development.
Therefore, throughout 2021, Josh coordinated with the Planning Commission and drafted
amendments to the zoning ordinance that satisfy all the MEDC RRC zoning criteria. The
amendments are expected to be adopted in the last quarter of 2021.
Library partnership and grant funding expands professional development resources
Josh spearheaded a partnership between the Village and the Rawson Memorial Library, which
focuses on utilizing the library as a technical assistance and resource hub for village officials.
The program was awarded $3,000 in funding from the American Libraries Association as part
of the Libraries Transforming Communities program, which has allowed the library to
purchase virtual learning technologies and planning publications, now available to both
officials and the public.

Collaboration with local stakeholders spurs a
lasting impact
Intentional local collaboration and communication
efforts characterized Josh’s fellowship experience.
Josh held meetings with various local champions,
including the farmers market board, realtors,
business owners, and residents, and assisted with
various strategic planning initiatives. For example,
with his support, the chamber of commerce
improved their communications and marketing with
the local business community, including creating a
business-specific Facebook group. Additionally,
Josh formed the downtown vibrancy committee, a
subcommittee of the DDA, which will focus on
partnerships to revitalize Cass City’s core
commercial district.
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CASSOPOLIS

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW

100

12

stakeholders
engaged

grant
applications

$11,384,260
grant dollars awarded

Record turnout for Main Street events builds
community and funds façade grants
Alexis O’Flynn’s strategic marketing and
event planning resulted in a record turnout for
Cassopolis Main Street’s community events
such as the annual Ice Fishing Bowl,
inaugural Beach Bash, and Rock the Block
Summer Concert Series. The success of these
events resulted in the Main Street Committee
increasing their cash reserves by 600%, which
allowed them to give out $22,000 in façade
grants to local businesses in the community.

New sponsorship opportunities concretize
community buy-in
Alexis created a unique sponsorship proposal
for Main Street’s Beach Bash, which
encompassed various sponsorship
opportunities at different price points, one of
them funding a life jacket program. Through
the generosity of the community and local
businesses, Alexis was able to coordinate and
order 65 life jackets, ranging in sizes from
infant to adult big & tall, that are available for
the public to borrow at the beach free of
charge.
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CASSOPOLIS

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW
Expanded capacity empowers emerging publicprivate partnerships
The Village completed a conditional land use
transfer (Public Act 425) agreement with Midwest
Energy and Communications (MEC) to annex 450
acres into the village. In addition to increasing the
Village’s tax base and footprint, this opened the door
to crafting covenants and agreements to develop
MEC’s Southwest Michigan Advanced Research and
Technology (SMART) Park, a 250-acre state-of-theart industrial and commercial park complete with rail
and fiber service. Alexis was involved in the process,
from the initial meeting about a conditional land use
transfer agreement to the first stakeholder meeting
regarding the SMART Park. In July, Hydro Aluminum
Metal signed a letter of intent to become the first
development in the SMART Park with a proposed
$120 million project investment and 70 jobs.

Advertising community assets by spotlighting new businesses
During Alexis’s fellowship, seven new companies opened their doors in the Village. Alexis
facilitated business spotlight interviews to introduced them to the community on Facebook;
she also used the medium to highlight existing businesses. Because of her efforts, the
Village’s social media now reaches over 1000 new followers, resulting in over 6000 unique
page views.
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CHARLEVOIX

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW

174
stakeholders
engaged

3
grant
applications

$35,000
grant dollars awarded

6
state agencies
engaged

Certification recognizes a community ready for
development opportunities
Dean Martin led the certification process of the
Redevelopment Ready Communities program for the
City of Charlevoix. For this process, he developed
documents such as the economic development
strategy, marketing strategy, guide to development,
capital improvements plan, and master plan
implementation report. In addition, Dean assisted public
boards in providing training forms, training reminders,
and training opportunities; he also created documents
related to public board recruitment. After presenting the
RRC best practices to relevant boards and
commissions, he helped administer their approved
strategies. As a result, Charlevoix completed their best
practices and reached certification in February 2021.

Selection of priority sites positions community to capitalize on existing properties
Using the zoning ordinance and master plan as a guide, Dean identified 15 potential priority
redevelopment sites through GIS software. The city manager, Downtown Development
Authority (DDA) executive director, and chamber of commerce president then gauged interest
with the property owners and selected five sites to advance in the process. Dean then created
property information packages for these sites and presented them to the Planning
Commission. The sites will now be reviewed with MEDC’s Redevelopment Services Team.
Outside of the priority redevelopment sites, Dean created an extensive request for proposals
(RFP) for the sale of a vacant city-owned property. The RFP assisted developers in visual
presentation, zoning uses, and site dimensions while emphasizing the city’s prioritization of
proposals that build year-round housing units. The RFP is currently posted, and bids will be
opened in October 2021.
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CHARLEVOIX

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW
Leveraging feasibility study into incremental broadband expansion
Dean partnered with the Charlevoix Electric Director to guide consultants during a fiber
feasibility study. Dean produced a project survey that set the scope for the feasibility and
gave the consultants the needed resources and economic drivers to conduct a study that
accurately matched the community’s infrastructure and set parameters for success.
Throughout the feasibility study, Dean served as the point of contact to the consultants,
guiding the process to position Charlevoix for success. As a result, the fiber study created
by the consultants now establishes a framework for a potential city-wide build, considering
both dark fiber installation and city-provided internet service provision.
Based on the feasibility study results, city management directed Dean to explore an
incremental step forward in broadband expansion. Using the guidance of a city successful
in fiber-optic internet provision and insight from the City of Charlevoix’s Internal Technology
contact, Dean created an RFP that, when launched, will seek a private partner to provide
internet service to Ance Business Park customers through currently unutilized city-owned
fiber strands.
Dog park gives the people what they want
Residents of Charlevoix indicated that a dog park was
their most desired unrealized recreational facility.
Dean assisted the recreation department in cementing
a location for the park and prepared preliminary and
final plans for the park, which included narratives,
multiple design schematics, phases of construction,
renderings, and an overview budget. The plans were
presented before the city council, which then funded
the dog park’s physical infrastructure. Dean pursued
the final portion of funding for the dog park through
the Public Spaces, Community Places program, a
collaborative effort of the MEDC, the Michigan
Municipal League, and Patronicity where local
residents can use community crowdfunding to raise
funds and be backed with a matching grant from
MEDC. With a campaign website created, posters and
flyers designed, and the hard work of the recreation
staff in courting donors, the crowdfunding campaign
is over 50% funded while still in its first month.
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CHARLEVOIX

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW
Developing plans to implement critical
improvements
With a directive from city council to create a
roadmap for implementing alley and corridor
improvements, the city manager assigned Dean to
work with the DDA director, assessor, and
Department of Public Works. Through weeks of
collaborative meetings, Dean compiled an extensive
plan detailing the itemization of streetscape
improvements, their costs, and potential installation
sequences to make the best use of downtown
Charlevoix’s alleys and corridors. The plans were put
before the City of Charlevoix’s public boards and
committees, all of which were approved. The Alley
and Corridor Vision Implementation Plans now serve
as a long-range planning document that will guide
place-making and the pedestrian streetscape in the
City of Charlevoix for years to come.
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FRANKENMUTH
COMMUNITY OVERVIEW

1,000
stakeholders
engaged

5
grant
applications

$62,913
grant dollars awarded

2
state agencies
engaged

A clear direction for the city’s parks
Frankenmuth is home to 5,000
residents, 18 parks, and over 120
acres of public land. The parks
provide common space for sports,
concerts, and other public events
regardless of the season. With public
input, Ashley McKnight developed the
city’s Parks and Recreation plan,
which sets a cohesive vision for the
future. Its development spanned from
October to June, and many
commissioners praised the final
document for its thoroughness.
Increased community engagement during the pandemic through Heart & Soul
Another highlight from Ashley’s time in Frankenmuth is the progression of Community Heart &
Soul, a national initiative that increases resident engagement and reimagines the way
residents interact with decision-makers. The initiative brought together the city, chamber of
commerce, school district, township, and local community foundation in partnership. Events,
such as Who Lives/Works/Plays Here interviews, Dear Neighbor, the Wishing Tree, and an
immersive art interview brought together hundreds of residents in a COVID-safe space. The
initiative successfully increased community connectedness during a time when it was most
needed.
An accessible guide to development
A development guide kit was a long-awaited wish of the city’s board and committee
members. A well-done guide to development that is transparent about process and fees
signals to developers that your community is easy to work with. Ashley created an easy-tounderstand booklet and ensured it linked to the zoning code to support user interaction
and functionality.
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FRANKENMUTH
COMMUNITY OVERVIEW
Added capacity reveals a critical need for a
permanent position
The fellowship enabled City Manager Bridget Smith to
prove the necessity of a city planner to community
decision-makers. Ashley’s hard work and
accomplishments helped her illustrate that the city
should add a permanent planner position. The
fellowship timeline allowed Ashley to onboard her
replacement before leaving, ensuring continued
organizational capacity.
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MOUNT CLEMENS
COMMUNITY OVERVIEW

39
stakeholders
engaged

2
grant
applications

$5,000
grant dollars awarded

6
ordinances and longterm strategic
documents created

Adapting to pandemic guidelines leads to placemaking
first
In the height of the pandemic, the City and Downtown
Development Authority (DDA) sought ideas for assisting
bars and restaurants experiencing declining sales due
to indoor capacity restrictions. Following the passage
of a state law permitting outdoor social drinking
districts, Kate Bell proposed studying the feasibility of
bringing the program to downtown Mount Clemens.
Kate conducted extensive research on the provisions of
the enabling statute and best practices from peer
communities that had already instituted the program
and presented these findings to the DDA and the City
Commission during public meetings. As a result, the
City Commission authorized Kate to develop a
complete program management strategy to present for
adoption.
From researching program design best practices and drafting city ordinances, to securing
partnerships with local bars & restaurants and building community support for a
successful launch, Kate ran the end-to-end program management for The Oasis. After
several presentations, she secured unanimous approval from both the DDA Board of
Directors and members of the City Commission to authorize the social district’s creation.
Launched in July 2021, this new initiative drives foot traffic in Downtown Mount Clemens
and sets the stage for future programming in the district. City and DDA staff will continue
to monitor program metrics in the coming months, such as the amount of Oasis beverages
sold and the impacts on adjacent business, to inform future placemaking initiatives –
particularly those related to outdoor dining.
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MOUNT CLEMENS
COMMUNITY OVERVIEW
Teamwork makes the DDA dream work
Partnering with downtown businesses and
organizations, Kate secured grant funding for a
downtown placemaking project through the
2021 Michigan Municipal League Foundation
Main Street Bridge Builders microgrant. The
proposal – purchasing additional instruments
for an interactive music park and offering
educational jam sessions – synergized with an
existing DDA project for installing a music park
in a downtown pedestrian corridor. In addition
to writing and submitting the application
materials, Kate coordinated with the city’s
social media team to promote outreach for the
microgrant’s voting period. This outreach
proved critical, as the votes earned during this
period carried the proposal to the final round.
The $5,000 award was shared with the DDA,
and the board authorized the expenditure for
the equipment in August 2021.
Zoning ordinance gets a long-awaited update
The city began the process of adopting a new zoning ordinance before the fellowship
began. Unfortunately, complications from the pandemic, such as the shift to all-virtual
meetings, delayed the new ordinance’s review process by several months. To expedite
the review and adoption process, Kate conducted thorough reviews of the draft
ordinance to ensure it aligned with RRC best practices and complemented the city’s
master plan. She also edited the presentation and provided feedback to the City
Commission, highlighting the changes and their impacts on the city’s future land use and
planning. The City Commission unanimously adopted the updated, user-friendly, and
accessible document in April 2021.
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OSCODA TOWNSHIP
COMMUNITY OVERVIEW

907
stakeholders
engaged

150
volunteers
recruited

322
volunteer hours
contributed

5
state agencies
engaged

Oscoda Township takes flight
Before the fellowship, Oscoda had already completed
Phase I of the Spaceport licensure process: Site
selection. When Ryan Madis joined as the fellow, he
quickly plugged into Phase II: Supporting Michigan
Aerospace Manufacturers Association (MAMA)’s
pursuit of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
licensure application. He designed Oscoda’s trade
booth and networked with key stakeholders at the
North American Space Summit (NASS); the booth
was the focal point of two news reports and was the
busiest and best-received booth at the Summit.
Additionally, Ryan helped host Oscoda’s Spaceport
tour. Though they aimed to attract at least 15
attendees from NASS, the event pulled nearly 50
people who were able to hear about development
opportunities they could support.
Downtown summits brings residents and partners
together
Ryan played a critical role in planning and executing a
successful Downtown Summit, hosted by the Oscoda
Township economic improvement committee in July
2020. The team in Oscoda Township gathered around
75 community members between two sessions to talk
about possibilities for the downtown area, resources
for businesses, and grant opportunities for public art
and downtown vibrancy. The event, along with a
stakeholder survey that Ryan distributed and
promoted, was used to create a strategy for 2021. Over
130 people filled out the survey, a fantastic response
for a community with a population of 743.
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OSCODA TOWNSHIP
COMMUNITY OVERVIEW
Downtown survey results launch public art
committee
The downtown survey captured input that
residents believe the downtown district needs
more public art, with murals being the most
popular option. As a result, Ryan created and
hosted the first meeting of a public art
subcommittee in Oscoda Township in January
2021. The committee decided to focus on
murals first, identifying artists for two painted
murals, and purchasing four frames for screen
screen printed murals that can be swapped in
and out.

Website revamp appeals to visitors and
supports residents
Ryan supported the complete redevelopment of
the Oscoda Township website. From drafting a
web design request for proposals, to design and
content creation, and even coordinating public
participation work sessions, Ryan oversaw endto-end project management. For visitors, the
revamped website highlights Oscoda Township’s
spaceport and numerous nature destinations.
For residents and local businesses, the updates
support their user experience— making
government transparency and resource
accessibility the norm.
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SHELBY

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW

152
stakeholders
engaged

6
grant
applications

$326,360
grant dollars awarded

5
state agencies
engaged

Vacant lot purchased and transformed into a
pocket park
One of the Village’s top priority projects was to
connect downtown Shelby to the Hart-Montague
Trail. Initially, the plan was to use the alleyway
parallel to a downtown business, but the Village
could not obtain ownership. Another option for
a connection was a small parcel of land
downtown. Emily Stuhldreher pursued the owner
of this property— who was fortunately willing to
sell to the Village. The Village acquired
ownership of the property in late winter of 2020
and, since then, multiple major milestones have
helped upgrade the blighted property into a
pocket park:
The large gazebo left on the property was
removed.
The Village secured a $3,000 grant from the
Oceana County Community Foundation for
land acquisition and a $5,000 grant from the
Oceana County Community Foundation to
fund a shade structure, a wayfinding sign,
and a small pocket park welcome sign.
The Shelby State Bank and the Shelby Rotary
Club donated $1,800 to fund two park
benches.
Emily’s family made and donated two picnic
tables.
An ADA-accessible ramp and sidewalk were
installed.
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SHELBY

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW
Getty Park Project ranked #1 priority by the
DNR Grant Board
At the start of the fellowship, the Village of
Shelby was in the last phases of the
Department of Natural Resources Trust Fund
grant application process. Emily collaborated
with John Wilson, the Village’s volunteer grant
coordinator, to assist the application process.
The final step in the application process was
to give a 5-minute pitch presentation to the
Natural Resources Trust Fund Board. With the
help of Mishelle Comstock (president of the
Shelby State Bank) and Andy Near (local
business owner), Emily created the
presentation and presented the Village’s final
pitch to the Trust Fund Board. The Getty Park
Project was ranked #1 priority by the Trust
Fund board and was awarded $300,000.
Funding awarded from the MEDC for the Village’s Zoning Ordinance Rewrite Project
In March 2021, Emily drafted a Request for Proposals for a complete zoning ordinance
rewrite. After vetting multiple proposals, the planning commission selected Williams & Works
to manage the project. Emily and Brady Selner, the village administrator, coordinated with
MEDC to secure a technical assistance grant that would cover 75% of the project’s cost. The
project is expected to begin in August 2021 and, once completed, will align the village with
all of the RRC Best Practices.
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ST. IGNACE

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW

502
stakeholders
engaged

7
board member
trainings

7
state agencies
engaged

Historical city embraces modern
technology
St. Ignace is Michigan’s second-oldest
city founded by Europeans. By leading
the city’s website remodel, Elle Jansen
helped integrate modern elements into
the community’s rich culture of
tradition. Her work included
researching web development
companies, defining the scope of work
for a contractor, and drafting and
collecting requests for proposals. Elle
also presented the project to the city
council and managed the new website
implementation with CivicPlus, the
chosen contractor. With the new web
platform, the city can now address
RRC criteria surrounding accessibility
to applications, permits, information,
and online payments that were not
previously available. The project
significantly improved residents’ user
experience with the city website and
the city’s ability to share important
information.
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ST. IGNACE

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW
New CIP a crucial roadmap for future
capital investments
A project that rose to the top of the
priority list for St. Ignace was developing
a Capital Improvement Plan (CIP). St.
Ignace has never had a CIP before and,
without a clear plan for asset
maintenance, the new city manager was
forced to deal with challenges on a caseby-case basis. Using the Planning
Commission’s 2020 draft CIP, Elle
outlined and implemented a process for
collecting project submissions from
department heads and established a
ranking system. Working with the city
manager, planning commission, and
department heads, Elle helped prepare
the 2022-2027 CIP for the upcoming
budget season.

Parking study provides data to enhance city parking
Downtown parking is often an important issue for residents, and this is also true in St.
Ignace. Parking is offered in a number of different ways in downtown St. Ignace, but has
never been formally assessed to look at supply and usage. Funding assistance from the
Eastern Upper Peninsula Regional Planning and Development Commission allowed Elle and
the chair of the planning commission, Dr. Dayrell-Hart, to implement a parking study in
August 2021. The study observed waterfront parking lots and misused parking spaces and
identified future opportunities. It will contribute to the city’s plan to implement parking
flexibility requirements.
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ST. JOHNS

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW

114
stakeholders
engaged

2
grant
applications

$65,000
grant dollars awarded

Revamped website communicates new brand
Jonathan Bowman played a lead role in helping
the Clinton County Economic Alliance (CCEA)
rebrand to Clinton County Catalyst (CCC). To
support the launch of its revamped website,
Jonathan evaluated the existing CCEA website,
compiled logos from members, and captured
new photographs to feature members on the
website. Jonathan created a significant amount
of new content for the website; he also edited
and reorganized existing content to improve the
user experience. Using the photos of the
community he took and drafting a script sharing
what they do, Jonathan also worked on a
marketing video for CCC. The video highlighted
the new branding, including CCC’s three new
focus areas: Connect, Construct, and Cultivate.
When Jonathan finally presented the new brand
and website to the CCEA Board, they were
pleased with the changes and rollout.
Added capacity results in valuable MEDC certification
Throughout the fellowship, Jonathan worked on many plans and documents to enhance
community marketing and resident engagement, strengthen board and commissions, and
articulate economic development goals. To those ends, he drafted the community’s public
participation plan, marketing plan, and economic development strategy. He also created
orientation packets for the planning commission and zoning board of appeals and a
tracking document for board training goals. St. Johns’ added capacity due to Jonathan’s
fellowship allowed the city to prioritize and make significant progress on RRC best
practices in a short time. With Jonathan’s help, the city was officially RRC certified in April
2021.
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ST. JOHNS

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW
Outreach strengthens DDA ties to
downtown businesses
Jonathan supported the Downtown
Development Authority (DDA) during
his time in St. Johns by collecting
contact information from all
downtown businesses and using it to
create a contact info directory. The
directory will enhance the DDA’s
ability to communicate with business
owners and share resources. Having
established relationships with
business owners, Jonathan was also
able to advertise a DDA commercial
package to downtown businesses.
City zoning map and ordinance updates guided by public input
Another significant project Jonathan supported was updating the residential zoning
categories and the city’s zoning map. He designed an ordinance feedback process and
created an online survey to receive public input on ordinance changes. The survey was
posted on the city website and promoted through social media posts. Jonathan then
analyzed public input survey responses and sent out a mailing to all rental property owners,
informing them of the changes and asking for feedback. Finally, he worked with the city’s
planning consultant at McKenna to create an updated map of proper zoning for every parcel
by verifying 86 zoning changes since 1972.
Engaging the public through transparent governance
St. Johns also leveraged Jonathan’s expertise to develop mechanisms to keep the public
informed. Working toward this goal, Jonathan designed and implemented multiple surveys to
receive community input and created strategic documents like the public participation plan,
an RRC best practice. In addition, he utilized social media to ensure his surveys reached a
larger audience and kept the public updated on what was going on in town. For example, he
met with construction crews to give the public picture updates and expected timelines.
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YPSILANTI

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW

3,620
new social media
followers

2
grant
applications

$6,658
grant dollars awarded

Engaging youth to encourage community play
Though the first stages of the reconstruction were well underway before the start of the
fellowship, the Parkridge Park project was the first project on Jada Tillison-Love’s to-do
list. In partnership with the Washtenaw Office of Community & Economic Development
(OCED) and Parkridge Community Center, the city hosted public input sessions during
which community members chose to use CDBG funds to finance the project. To this end,
she participated in the first virtual public input session and staffed the outdoor, inperson public input session. Jada also supported the development of the resolution for
the city council to approve the construction contract for the new playground.
Residents were involved in every aspect of the playground reconstruction, and there was
an emphasis placed on involving neighborhood youth. In addition to choosing potential
playground models during the virtual public input session, they had the opportunity to
select the specific elements (e.g., slides, swings) and color scheme of the playground.
This project maintained overwhelming support from the community, city council, and
local partners and organizations. The reconstruction of the playground was completed
in November 2020.
Translating documents expands development
accessibility
Ypsilanti recognized that language barriers were
impeding residents and businesses' use of city permits
and applications. With assistance from the city’s RRC
Planner, Jada was connected with the city’s SBDC
regional representative to apply for grant funding the
city could put toward translation services. With the
more than $6,500 Jada was able to secure, the city was
able to address those barriers and provide the
community with city documents translated into Spanish.
With the funding received and the expertise of KAMCO
LOGISTICS INC., the city translated 19 permits,
applications, and guidance documents.
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YPSILANTI

COMMUNITY OVERVIEW
Red Cross blood drive an opportunity for the city to give
back
On April 15, 2021, the city hosted an American Red Cross
blood drive at the historical Ypsilanti Freighthouse. Jada
played a significant role in managing and working with
the city’s Red Cross representative to organize this
event. Social media enabled the city to share information
about the blood drive to potential donors and attract a
handful of volunteers that helped check donors in, take
their temperatures, and provide them with food and
drinks after their donations. Many of the donors were
excited that the city hosted the drive and hoped another
would be hosted soon. This event significantly impacted
the community and created new connections with local
groups.
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THANK YOU

Thank you to the Michigan Economic Development Corporation for
funding and supporting the Community Development Fellowship. The
positive impact fellows made on communities across the state would
not have been possible without you!

QUESTIONS?
Contact Sarah Teater
Program Manager
teater@cedamichigan.org | 517-485-3588 ext. 1949
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